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What Is FTW?
Mission Statement
FTW will provide the essential services necessary to implement
planet changing projects and then use the profits from these
projects to fund other humanitarian projects that help the
needy and heal the planet. We will do this by operating with
integrity, honesty and transparency under a set of directives we
call the “The New Paradigm Business Model”.

Through our extensive research and networking we’ve found many individuals and organizations
with planet changing ideas that could be brought to market for the benefit of their local
communities. It was discovered that most of these “solutionaries” were underserved, having needs
that were not being fulfilled. Many needed assistance with gaining public exposure to their ideas,
networking, marketing themselves, organizing a plan for their project, and finding funding.

FTW was created as a direct response to these needs. We provide the missing link of assistance
through training courses for project managers, project presentation and promotion through our
social media network, Crowdfunding technology platforms and access to local investors for project
funding.
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Executive Summary
What you are about to read is an entirely different way of doing business, so we ask that you please
keep an open mind. This business structure is a way to generate a good return on your investment
while helping the world and giving to the needy at the same time. All through amazing planet
changing projects in a clean, transparent business model that we can all feel good about.
We are a philanthropic organization with special access to an array of amazing projects, including new
energy technology, flying cars, alternative cures for disease, ways to restore the local economy, and
answers to food security and clean water. These projects will no doubt generate large amounts of
revenue due to their revolutionary and innovative nature. We will then use the profits from these
large projects to fund other projects like alternative education, emotional healing, Eco villages and
organic gardens, that create happy healthy people and restore communities.
These projects that could literally change our world for the better are about 90% ready for market.
Many have been in development and testing for years with working prototypes and proven results.
The missing 10% is a lack of the business presentation necessary to “make the sale” for investors in a
way that all parties feel comfortable with. We speak to many inventors and well intentioned
supporting investors, and we see the same pattern. Our organization provides this essential service to
these project managers to provide this missing link and bring these projects to the world.
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Executive Summary
Our organization is poised to generate $7.9 million in revenue in the first year. We will do this
through our carefully researched and detailed revenue plan and by using our strong network
that is already established. We are ready to implement our action plan to start generating this
revenue immediately and need $453,900 in startup capital to do so. This figure includes one
full year of working capital. We will be raising our start up needs through several different
methods:
Royalty based financing- we will be selling future royalty payments to a large “crowd” of
investors that can fund our start up. Investment amounts can be as little as $500 per person to
allow the average person to invest in something they believe in.
Donations- made by a community of supporters through crowdfunding campaigns. In the past
year, our organization has raised close to 12,000 in donations that we have used to build our
organization to where it is today and create a documentary film to be released in the next
couple of weeks that is sure to bring a tremendous amount of publicity and additional support
from the public.
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Executive Summary
Peer to Peer Lending- We are open to negotiate terms with an investors that wish to provide a loan to
fund our start up needs. A written contract agreement can easily be constructed reviewed and edited to
benefit all parties involved in a transparent and ethical transaction.

To mitigate risk and ensure that our plans are successful, we will hold all investments towards our total
startup budget in escrow until we have raised at least 50% of our start up goal. At which point we will
“start the clock” of full blown operations needed to generate revenue. Payments to investors can begin
in the 6th month of the first year of operations. Depending on the type of investment made, investors
can expect to receive their original investment amount returned within 3 years and an average ROI of
250% within 5 years. This is indeed very possible and realistic as many of the projects we are involved
in are set to become the trillion dollar industries of the future.
Investing in the startup of the Fix the World Organization so that we can provide administrative services
to bring these crucial projects to market is just the beginning; there are also opportunities to invest in
the projects themselves! We have quite the impressive lineup of potential projects just waiting to break
through, and we already have one particular project in mind that we would like to use as our first
success story to help bring the rest of the projects to the world.
It’s an energy device that pulls energy out of the air without the need of sun, or wind or fuel. This
device can then be retrofitted to any number of appliances to power them safely and continuously
without the need for conventional electricity. Think of it as a really powerful battery that never dies.
This device could be used to run the power in your entire home, completely off the grid.
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Executive Summary
We’d like to then take this project a step further and use the device to power streetlights in towns and
cities, saving these areas billions of taxpayer dollars in energy bills.
Our organization started a year ago, and has grown tremendously in strength and public support in this
time. We now have 7 administrative team members and over 20 “light support” volunteers, all of whom
work on a part time volunteer basis. We have created strong relationships with over 40 FTW partnering
organizations; which represents a network of millions of people who support the FTW mission and can
easily be considered a ready customer base. A large part of this is a strong social media network that
allows us to reach masses of quality people in a “viral” way with any content we release. We have also
established strong personal relationships with a database of Subject Matter Experts around the world
such as Physicists, Engineers, Doctors that specialize in alternative healing modalities, and many more,
all of whom are ready to consult with us on these projects. And finally, we have already gathered an
impressive list of projects in a wide assortment of client sectors, this list is growing everyday!
As you can see, we’ve done the required work and we are now fully ready to take this amazing
operation to the next level and bring these needed changes to our planet. We realize that none of us
can do this alone, that we all share the same world and we are all in this together, and we need your
help. Thank you so much for your consideration in making an investment in our organization. Please
contact me anytime and I would be more than happy to answer any additional questions you might
have.
Naima Feagin, MBA
CEO and Founder
Fix the World Organization
hopegirl587@gmail.com
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Who is FTW?
FTW consists of:

FTW Serves the following Client Sectors:

•
•
•

7 Administrative Team Members
20+ “Light Support Volunteers”
40+ Partnering Organizations

•

A network of millions of people throughout
the world in our niche market that support
and wish to collaborate with the FTW
mission, and can benefit from FTW services.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New Energy Technology
Environmental Restoration
Local Economy and Alternative Finance
Common Law Professionals
Alternative Health and Wellness
Alternative Education
Local Community Development
Agriculture and Food Supply
Alternative Transportation
Arts and Music
Spiritual Development

Naima Feagin, “HopeGirl”
CEO (Compassionate Enterprises Organizer) and Founder of FTW,
brings to the organization her experience as an Entrepreneur of
small business, and Financial Management expertise working in
both Government and Corporate Finance.
Linked In Profile
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The New Paradigm Business Model
Fix the World is an organization created from the collective consciousness of the people and
this planet as a direct response to our need for change. We have had many problems in our
world and are at the shifting point where these problems will be transitioned into a new way
of thriving with each other, and therefore, a new way of doing business.
FTW recognizes the old ways of doing business are not sustainable for our planet and our
people. We have shifted our thinking and have discovered there are many emerging ways to
contribute to the world. Through our research, we have discovered a better way to do business
in this new era, one that we will pioneer. We will be engaging in business relationships with
individuals, organizations and big industry by using a “New Paradigm Business Model”.
This model is a system of unique business operations and core values based completely on
cooperation, and derived from the voices, desires and constant consideration of the people
and the environment. FTW will implement this New Paradigm Business model by establishing
the correct directives at the core of each of our business transactions.
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New Paradigm Business Model Directives
•

Cooperation instead of competition, we foster the development of excellence from within.

•

Altruism and Service to Others. Our guidance for all endeavors is based on devotion for our unselfish
giving and service to the Earth and all of humanity.

•

We put sustainability and longevity concepts at the front of all our business decisions.

•

We restore sovereignty, independence, and localization of business back to the people.

•

We operate under an innovative and simplified system based on common sense, bypassing unnecessary
“red tape” and other old systematic obstacles.

•

Our Investment Priorities are first, to seek opportunities that bring forth the highest good for all of
humanity and the Earth; and second, morally and ethically provide a generous return on investment of
your wealth, time, and talent. This insures that all investments are being used to bring the highest good to
the world.

•

Empowerment. To help each individual empower themselves and become fully responsible for his or her
own life and reality, and to provide the means for much of the transformation and maintenance of that
state. We encourage individual initiative, creativity and talent.

•

To ensure we consciously build positive, trusting relationships through all interactions.
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FTW Products and Services Offered
Online Training Courses
Self guided Project Manager online training courses designed to allow a project manager to
produce a project plan, budget, business plan and marketing plan that will then be
submitted into our database for members access.
Memberships for higher level information on projects
Consulting Services for a variety of assistance offered to Project Managers and Investors

Promotion and affiliate programs through our network
Project Investment Opportunities
Types of Project Funding: Donations, Token/Pre Order Crowdfunding,
Equity Based Crowdfunding
Private Contracts
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The Problems FTW Solves
We are aware that aspiring project managers need assistance with creating the presentation of their
project and promotion of their project through an effective network to gain access to a wide variety of
investors to fund their project.
We are aware that higher level investors have limited knowledge and access to well organized unique
investment opportunities or the details about such projects that would allow them to make an informed
investment decision.
We are aware that there is a large untapped base of the population that do not qualify as a higher level
investor, but who still want to invest smaller amounts in projects that they believe in and can feel good
about as an alternative to traditional investment methods that are declining in their perceived security.
(stock markets, 401K’s etc.)
We offer solutions and necessary relationship management assistance to all of these problems through
training courses for project managers and assistance with project presentation and promotion through
our social media network, Crowdfunding technology platforms and unique private contract investment
agreements that allow both lower level and higher level investors access to organized unique/niche
project information they need to make an informed decision for the best return on their investment.
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The Problems that FTW Solves (cont’d)
Organization Types

Their Challenges

Resulting Deficit

New Energy Technology

Business acumen, exposure, societal misunderstanding, large
conglomerate suppression, barriers to access funding sources
Exposure, large conglomerate suppression, barriers to access funding
sources
Exposure, large conglomerate suppression, barriers to access funding
sources

Revenue
Community Support
Revenue
Community Support
Revenue
Community Support

Exposure, societal misunderstanding, large conglomerate suppression,
barriers to access funding sources
Business acumen, exposure, customer relationship management,
societal misunderstanding, large conglomerate suppression, barriers to
access funding sources
Exposure, societal misunderstanding, large conglomerate suppression,
barriers to access funding sources
Business acumen, exposure, customer relationship management,
barriers to access funding sources
Business acumen, exposure, societal misunderstanding, large
conglomerate suppression, barriers to access funding sources
Exposure, large conglomerate suppression, barriers to access funding
sources
Business acumen, exposure, customer relationship management,
barriers to access funding sources
Business acumen, exposure, customer relationship management,
societal misunderstanding, barriers to access funding sources

Revenue
Community Support
Revenue
Community Support

Environmental Restoration
Local Economy and Alternative
Finance
Common Law Professionals
Alternative Health and
Wellness
Alternative Education
Local Community Development
Agriculture and Food Supply
Alternative Transportation
Arts and Music
Spiritual Development

Revenue
Community Support
Revenue
Community Support
Revenue
Community Support
Revenue
Community Support
Revenue
Community Support
Revenue
Community Support
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Those Most Effected
Roles Most Effected

Others Effected

How?

New Energy Technology

Entrepreneur/ Inventor/ PM

Environmental Restoration

Owner/ Inventor/ PM

Community/ staff/
investors
Community/ staff

Local Economy and Alternative
Finance
Common Law Professionals

Owner/ Entrepreneur /PM

Community/ Investors

Waste/ Revenue/ Environment/
Infrastructure/ Public Health
Waste/ Revenue/ Environment/
Infrastructure/ Public Health
Poverty/ Infrastructure/ Well Being

Owner/ PM

Community/ Staff

Alternative Health and Wellness

Owner/ Entrepreneur/PM

Community/ Staff

Reputation/ Revenue/ Delay/
Infrastructure/ Well Being
Revenue/ Public Health/ Well Being

Alternative Education
Local Community Development

Owner/ PM

Community / Staff

Revenue/ Development/ Well Being

Owner/ PM

Community/ Staff

Agriculture and Food Supply
Replenishment
Alternative Transportation

Owner/ PM/ Inventor

Community/ Staff/
Investors

Infrastructure/ Well Being/
Environment
Revenue/ Public Health/ Well Being/
Infrastructure

Owner/ Entrepreneur/PM

Arts and Music

Owner/ PM

Community/ Staff/
Investors
Community/ Staff

Revenue/ Infrastructure/
Environment
Revenue/ Public Health/ Well Being

Spiritual Development

Owner/ PM

Community/ Staff

Revenue/ Public Health/ Well Being
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Ideal Client Profile
Initially, and broadly: Any traditionally underserved entity that has been working on alternative
solutions that would effect the local and global community in a positive way, but especially those with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alternative new energy technology solutions
Environmental restoration solutions
Local economy and finance restoration
solutions
Legal solutions utilizing common law and
human rights
Agriculture and food supply replenishment
solutions
Alternative transportation solutions
Alternative health and wellness solutions
Alternative education solutions
Local community development solutions
Arts and music used as a solution to encourage
well being and enrich communities
Spiritual development for a variety of practices
and methods to enhance well being

•

Exhibit some form of awareness of the problems facing
society and express a desire for it to change. (Example:
knows pesticides and genetically modified food is
unhealthy and would like to support organic food efforts.)

•

Exhibit personal passion and self motivation towards
wanting to use their solution to help resolve a major
problem in society.

•

Are somewhat aware of the effects and causes of the
problems they have experienced in trying to promote their
solutions. (Can’t find funding or support, experienced
large conglomerate suppression, are aware of low
business acumen skills and need help.)

•

Have a large network of contacts that support the
solutions they offer.
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FTW Unique Value Proposition
Buyers will engage with FTW (relative to other choices) because:
•

They will ‘meet’ FTW in a credible manner – ‘introduced’ via referral or reference to a trusted third party or peer.

•

They will have FTW help make them aware of the difficulties and problems around funding and implementing a
project such as theirs, they will have a realistic and detailed understanding of the basic steps required for
successfully funding their project idea and will be motivated to act.

•

FTW sales people, management and partners will have displayed empathy and deep understanding with buyers
around the struggles they have faced (suppression, being underserved, lack of support, etc.) and will
enthusiastically support their ideas and recognize them for their personal challenges of being a change agent.

•

Buyers will be guided by FTW sales people - supported by interactive tools – towards a solution they help scope,
along with a pro-forma business case for securing funding for the changes & support needed. (WHAT FTW will do to
assist)

•

Buyers will receive tools and support from FTW – a compelling and promising choice – reassured by the FTW
network and innovative approach that outshines the competition. (HOW FTW will assist)

•

And during the course of their journey with FTW, they will feel listened to and supported by a vendor who is in this
space driven by core values and a mission to help make the world a better place - not just make a buck. (WHY FTW
is doing this)
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FTW Unique Value Proposition (cont’d)
What’s In It For Buyers to Choose FTW
When choosing FTW, buyers get:
• To feel empowered through the assistance and training FTW offers, when no one else
would, to make their project become a reality.
• Confidence that they can fund and successfully implement their project in a realistic
manner using the framework and knowledge FTW has offered to help them plan an
approach and make better decisions.
• A secure and solid infrastructure including scheduling, investor relations, finances, legal
arrangements, etc. with which to organize their project both during the seed round of
funding and well after the project has begun to assure they have assistance along the
way for any unforeseen challenges.
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Market Opportunity
Following the financial crisis of 2008, traditional forms of lending and financing for
start-ups have been severely constrained. Total loans dropped for small businesses
in 2012 by 20%, and 98% of business plans received by accredited investors and
venture capitalists are rejected. Private and Federal grant money for non-profit
organizations is also continuously declining. So, “where is the money now?”
The “crowd’s” wealth is enormous in relation to the venture capital industry and
has a miniscule allocation to the asset class. Increasing that allocation would
represent a flood of new capital into the startup ecosystem.
Crowdfunding platforms raised nearly $1.5 billion in 2011 and that amount was expected to reach $2.8 billion in
2012, representing a 91% increase. Kickstarter has funded 93,913 donation-based creative projects for a total of
$563 M in 4 years at a 44% success rate. 81% of projects that raised more than 20% of their goal were successfully
funded.
Indiegogo has funded over 100,000 donation based creative projects in 4 years. 50% of all campaigns receive funds
from more than one country. Campaigns grew 20% in 2012. Average length of time to fund a campaign is 49 days.
33% of all donations were “Altruistic” meaning they were in excess of the targeted amount.
RocketHub boasts an 85% funding success rate for donation based projects that consult with them on strategy.
Wefunder has raised over $44 M from 15,265 investors for equity based crowdfunded business
start-ups. Average raised per start up is $500K.
The average donation amount per person is $75. The average equity amount per investor is $2,000.
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Competitor Comparison
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FTW Projects
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FTW Projects List
The following is an up-to-date list of projects submitted to FTW by individuals and organizations. More
information on each can be found on our website www.fixtheworldproject.org

•
•

AgriDome Community Farms bringing the community locally grown organic foods at a lower price.
Ancient alchemical processes which can be used to increase human health, consciousness, and
spirituality

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Atmospheric Water Generator
Bed and Breakfast For Swap
Bring Electricity to Remote Areas in Need with Mini-Hydroelectric Systems
Building social-emotional skills in children
Clean, Fuel-less Engines provide thousands of hours of energy at $0.15 cents an hour
Co-create a healthy, loving, sustainable and JOYOUS life
Easily find Alternative Health Care with The Healers Switchboard and Alternative Health Services
Directory! Education to protect, preserve a peaceful existence

•
•
•
•
•
•

Eduen providing Living Foods, a healthy alternative to GMO!
Frangipani Dreams Giving Hope
Free Energy Out of Thin Air!
Get up to 100% more gas or diesel mileage for your car with an easy to install quantum energy system.
Help the poorest countries quickly resolve problems of survival
Imagine having an apartment that can shrink or grow as your needs change
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FTW Projects List (cont’d)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kid's Courtyard - owned by the kids who used to live here
Magnetic Motors to Power Your Car and Your Home
Mana O Lana (Bringing the Gift of Hope)
Measuring the true economic, social and environmental cost of products you purchase and/or use
Mindful awareness techniques for children
Modifies an electric motor to produce much more power than the motor’s rating
New Fishing Net Design Can Restore the Ecosystem and Revolutionize the Fishing Industry
No Fuel. No Sun. No Wind. No recharging. Ever. Electricity with no fuel required. This changes
everything! Quantum Energy Electric Generators.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Re-Educate the Masses of the TRUE HISTORY of Mankind with this Rare Metaphysical Research Library
Reported to be a powerful tool in the fight against cancer
Self-sustainable community for orphaned, under privileged and mistreated children and teens.
Small Quantum Energy Device with enough power to Jump Start a Jeep!
Suzuki Samurai Runs on 100% Water
The engine of innovation that seeds the world with brilliant ideas
The Growing Heart Center for Individual and Community Rejuvenation
The SkyCar Will Revolutionize Worldwide Personal Transportation at an Affordable Price for All
World Peace Ensemble - Healing Concert Series
World support through the healing and transformative power of music and sounds
Yaakunah - From the Maya: Love
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The Revenue Model
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Revenue Objectives
Revenue
Recurring Revenue Online Training Courses
1,000 Training courses sold at $150 each

Subscription Based Revenue for Memberships
1,000 Lifetime Memberships sold to equity investors at $300 each
Services Revenue for Consulting
1 hour of consulting at $250 per hr per project for 1,000 projects
Social Media Marketing Revenue
Estimate based on plans for network and ad affiliate campaigns

Project Revenue Fees from Donation Based Projects
Fee of 5% for 700 donation based projects at $15K with a 75% success rate
Project Revenue Fees from Equity Based Projects
Fee of 5% for 300 equity based projects at $500K with a 75% success rate
Royalties from Equity Based Projects
3% Royalties collected on equity projects FTW invested in by Q4

Total Revenue

Year 1

Year 2 @ 20%
Growth Rate

150K

180K

300K

360K

250K

300K

10K

12K

390K

470K

5.6M

6.8 M

1.1M

5.4 M

$7.9 M

$13.5 M
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Revenue Model Strategy
The FTW revenue model is depicted as a lead funnel, feeding into the top a significant number of ideal client
leads. As the natural order of a buyer’s journey progresses, some drop out (leakage) for various reasons during
each segment of the journey and others recycle or return back into the funnel some 90 days later.
Buyers Progression
Lead Conversion Ratio

500 leads
400
300
200
100
50
26 sales

Example Revenue Creation Steps For FTW
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lead checks out the FTW website for information of interest
Lead reads information in area of interest
Lead requests proposal through project request portal (month 1)
Lead becomes buyer and purchases training course for project management (month 2)
Potential investor purchases membership and reviews projects for crowdfunding (months 2-3)
Membership fees counted as first investment made in a project
6. Buyer’s project is fully funded and a service fee is collected (months 3-6)
7. Buyer chooses to opt in for consultation services from FTW (anytime months 1-12)
8. Projects produce a royalty once profitable (months 9-12)
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FTW 10 Step Buyer Progression
Goals

Order Buyer thinking required at each stage

Interested buyer

01

“I am happy to sign up to begin a ‘conversation’ about the problem at hand.”

Identify buyer problem in
one of targeted categories
Help buyers Identify
problem

02

“You are one of the organizations I recognize as being interested in my problem category.”

03

“I now realize I have a problem that members of this category can probably solve, and you
seem to understand that problem.”

Establish our credentials
with buyers at this stage
Help buyers define their
needs

04

“You are a credible provider in this category and I understand something of your unique
value proposition.”
“We have clearly defined our needs and can articulate the payoff available for addressing
this problem.”

Propose & prove solution

06

Outshine Competition

07

Secure Buyer Management
Approval

08

“Management and other stakeholders sign-off on my recommendation to accept your
proposal.”

Deliver Customer Solutions

09

“Your solution works as promised, and I am happy, and refer you to my peers.”

Grow the customer

10

“I have further needs I am interested in discussing with you.”

05

“I can see how your proposed solution would work my situation and provide the payoff I
seek.”
“Its clear why we should choose you & your solution over our alternatives.”
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Monthly Revenue Projection
Buyers Progression
Find New Names

Leads inserted into the Revenue Funnel to Convert to Monthly Revenue
M1 M2 M3 M4 M5
M6
M7
M8
M9
M10

M12

Yr 1

100

200

300

880

500

600

700

2040

700

800

900

2920

10640

Position in Category

90

180

270

792

450

540

630

1836

630

720

810

2628

9576

Identify Problem

80

160

240

704

400

480

560

1632

560

640

720

2336

8512

Qualify and Prioritize

80

160

240

704

400

480

560

1632

560

640

720

2336

8512

Establish Credentials

70

140

210

616

350

420

490

1428

490

560

630

2044

7448

Define Need

70

140

210

616

350

420

490

1428

490

560

630

2044

7448

Propose Solution

60

120

180

528

300

360

420

1224

420

480

540

1752

6384

Prove Concept

50

100

150

440

250

300

350

1020

350

400

450

1460

5320

Outshine Competition

40

80

120

352

200

240

280

816

280

320

360

1168

4256

Obtain Mgt Approval

30

60

90

264

150

180

210

612

210

240

270

876

3192

Obtain Contract

20

40

60

176

100

120

140

408

140

160

180

584

2128

Deliver Online Courses

20

40

60

176

100

120

140

408

140

160

180

584

2128

Deliver Memberships

24

35

20

24

28

82

28

32

36

117

426

Deliver Consulting Services

24

35

20

24

28

82

28

32

36

117

426

127

38

45

131

45

51

58

187

680

18

21

61

21

24

27

88

259

$595,000 $1,734,000

$595,000

$680,000

Fees Collected for Funded Donation Projects
Fees Collected for Funded Equity Projects

Predicted Revenue

$3,000

$6,000 $22,200 $45,760 $121,040

$510,000

Assumptions (based on competitor’s experience)
•
•
•
•
•
•

M11

20% lead conversion rate for courses consulting and Memberships
80% recycling (not ready now)
80% comes back in the lead funnel 3 months later
2 month lag for membership and consulting in beginning
32% course to project conversion rate donation based projects
15% course to project conversion rate equity based projects

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$765,000 $2,482,000 $7,559,000

60 day funding lag for donation based project fees
90 day funding lag for equity based project fees
Training courses sold at $150 each
Lifetime Memberships sold at $300 each
1 hour of consulting at $250 per hr per
5% fee for 700 donation based projects @ $15K with
5% fee for 300 equity based projects @ $500K with
3% Royalties collected on equity projects FTW invested in by Q4 (not included here)
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Marketing Fix the World

1. Fund raising campaigns
2. Speaking engagements
3. Networking
4. Digital Marketing
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Sales Channels
Through whom FTW can reach out and offer services
Organization Types

Website

Digital
Marketing

Event
Networking

Media
Events

Word of
Mouth

FTW Team Members

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

FTW Website Members
FTW Social Media Followers
Local Community Project Members
Partner Organizations and Associated
Networks
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The FTW Network
To date, FTW has established over 40 relationships with the following partnering organizations, whose combined
outreach represent millions of people in our niche market that support and wish to collaborate with the FTW
mission, and can benefit from FTW services.

Partnering Organizations

Client Sector

Geographic

The Sandman Project

Agriculture and Food Supply, Community Development

United States

Global Genius Trust

All Client Sectors

South America

Thrive Movement

All Client Sectors

Global

Metaphysical Research Library

Alternative Education

United States

Montessori Schools

Alternative Education

United States

New Generation Rainbow School

Alternative Education

Europe

The Star Pals

Alternative Education

United States

Waldorf School

Alternative Education

United States

URSULA

Alternative Finance

United States

World Peace Ensemble

Arts and Music

Global

Truth Now

Common Law

Australia

Freedom Club USA

Common Law, Alternative Finance

United States, Global

Individual Resolution Society

Common Law, Alternative Finance

United States

OPPT

Common Law, Alternative Finance

Global

Favors Forward Foundation

Community Development

United States

Frangipani Dreams

Community Development

New Zealand

Growing Heart Center

Community Development

United States

Kids Courtyard

Community Development

United States

Sun Villages

Community Development

Australia
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The FTW Network (cont’d)
Partnering Organizations

Client Sector

Geographic

Yaakunah

Community Development

South America

Your Essence Foundation

Community Development

Australia

Mana O Lana

Community Developmet

Hawaii

Svjetloradnici

Education, Spiritual Development

Croatia

Fishing Industry

Environmental Restoration

New Zealand

Clinica De La Luz

Health and Wellness

South America

Gerson Institute

Health and Wellness

Mexico

Individual Practitioners

Health and Wellness

Global

Free Energy Road Show

New Energy Technology

United States, UK

Individual Inventors

New Energy Technology

Global

Keshe Foundation

New Energy Technology

Europe

Leveraging Technologies

New Energy Technology

United States

WITTS Ministries

New Energy Technology

United States and Philippines

Greenprint for Life

New Energy Technology, Spiritual Development

Canada

American Kabuki

Spiritual Development

United States

Angel News Network

Spiritual Development

United States

Golden Age of Gaia

Spiritual Development

United States, Canada, Australia

Kauliapele

Spiritual Development

Hawaii

Kosmic Fusion

Spiritual Development

New Zealand, India

Pathway to Ascension

Spiritual Development

United States

Portal 2012

Spiritual Development

United States, Europe

Wake Up Shift is Happening TV

Spiritual Development

United States

Arcadia Ranch

Spiritual Development, Community Development

British Columbia
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FTW Social Media Plan Phase 1 Highlights
End Results Goals:

How Will This Be Done?

• FTW network of followers will grow through Social Media
• As a result the “brand” of FTW and its mission will be shared
and remembered through the masses
• Website stats will go up
• Blog stats will go up
• Listenership for blog talk radio will go up
• FTW will receive more content for project submissions
• FTW will make more important connections with people who
can contribute to the cause
• FTW can use this network of people to increase future sales
and support for campaigns

• Establishing the Channels through which we will promote that
content and assigning the responsibility of posting the content
to that channel to a member of the FTW Team.

As Support to These Goals:

• Creating a Schedule for the Creation and Promotion of Content
• Create Individual Weekly Task Lists for each FTW Team member
participating in the social marketing plan, complete with who to
email content to directly for posting if applicable.
• Monitor all statistics for FB, Blog Talk listeners, Website Traffic,
Blog Readers etc. on a tracking spreadsheet once a week to
gauge results.

• Hope Moore and FTW FB friends will increase to around 3-4K
• Hope Moore and FTW FB followers will increase to 10K+
• Blog Talk Radio Listeners (including archive) will increase to
4,000+ per show
• Hope Moore and FTW Twitter Followers will increase to
10,000+
• FTW YouTube subscribers will increase to 1,000+ and views
per video will increase by 10,000+
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FTW Social Media Marketing Plan Phase 1 Highlights
Social Marketing Channels and Frequency

Stage 1 FTW Social Media Plan consists of a
simple set of directives and content to be
manually dispersed through the FTW
Network.
FTW Stats represent the starting point for all
FTW related figures. This is expected to
dramatically increase over the next few
months as the marketing plan is fully
implemented.
Phase 2 FTW Social Media Marketing will
consist of further digital automation services
from our preferred Vendor.

FTW STATS
Hope Moore Facebook Friends
Hope Moore Facebook Followers
FTW Facebook Members
HopeGirl 2012 Blog Reads
HopeGirl 2012 Blog Followers
FTW Blogtalk Radio Listens
FTW Blogtalk Radio Followers
FTW Twitter Followers
Hope Moore Twitter Followers
FTW YouTube Subscribers
FTW YouTube Views
FTW Website Traffic
FTW Community Members
FTW Projects in Gallery
FTW Partner Organizations
Indegogo Funds Raised
Go Fund Me Funds Raised

Posting Schedule

Week 1
645
11,317
32
156,438
298
2,952
6
35
60
152
14,631
3,947
195
30
32
$4,180
$5,855
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Financials
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FTW Capital Needed First Year
Start Up Expenses
Equipment

7,300

Legal Fees

8,000

Online Course Creation

15,000

Start Up Related Travel
Website Start Up
Advertising
Printing

5,000
4,500
2,500
3,000

Total Start Up Expenses

$

Working Capital - 1 Year
Legal

45,300

36,400

Accounting Fees
Project Related Travel
Website Maintenance /
Advertising
Salaries for Experts

300,000

Total Working Capital Expenses

408,600

Total Startup Expenses

5,200
25,000
42,000

$

7 New Laptops for each team member at 1,000 each includes software installation.
$300 for Laser printer
$2,000 for Business Trust set up. $5,000 Legal Retainer plus $1000 for 3 hours of
initial contract creation review at $350 per hour
Expert at $50 per hour for 40 hours a week to create 5 courses. Webmaster digital
conversion of course content $5,000
$5,000 for initial consult with partners
$4500 (website plus customization determined by contract agreement)
Inbound marketing automation expenses/ labor/ design/ execution
Business cards $200, Presentation folders $1,000, Toner at $150 per month for 12
months

Common Law Attorney to review business operations contract creation 2 hours a
week at $350 per hour averaged out over 1 year.
$1,000 for professional accounting software and $4,200 CPA services
Estimated annual expenses to travel to projects on location
graphics/ video/ inbound marketing manager (including a dedicated social media
expert) -$3,500 monthly
One year consulting fees for Engineers and other Subject Matter Experts for project
and business structure integrity.

453,900
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Justification of Expenses
Our total capital needed for the first year is broken into two categories: 1) immediate startup expenses and 2) working capital for the
first year to cover operating expenses
All items/services/professionals needed and mentioned in the cost justifications below have already been researched and identified
through an extensive cost and quality comparison process.
Start Up Expenses $45,300 Includes:
Equipment $7,300
Needed to purchase 7 new laptops at $1,000 each for administrative team members and one color laser printer at $300 for printed
materials. To cut overhead, FTW will be working remotely across several different countries; hence we will not be paying for office space
rent or associated utilities. The laptop will be our office. FTW will conduct a high level of communications and business transactions
internationally using the file/screen sharing and internet conference calls etc. Therefore, these laptops need to be of high quality
providing the necessary storage and operating capacity needed to run all of these programs smoothly at once. They also need to be
identical to avert problems with compatibility issues between team members. A lower cost laptop without the necessary capability to
function in this fast paced environment will cause considerable delays in regular operations. In addition, much of our promotional
materials such as movies, videos and graphics will be created on these laptops and the programs needed to create these will require
more storage and processing speed. And finally, we will need to purchase warranties and tech support plans that come with the higher
end laptops to ensure that we have the support needed when some part of our equipment malfunctions.
Legal Fees $8,000
It will cost $2,000 in legal fees to properly set up a Business Trust Entity under common law to house FTW operations which includes
establishing a bank account. Also, we will need to pay $5,000 for a retainer fee to a legal professional for ongoing business operation
needs. As most of our project agreements will be based on contracts, we will be using our own skills to create the boilerplates for those
contracts and will then need to pay a legal professional to review these boilerplates for lawful integrity. This will cost $1,000 for 3 hours
at $350 per hour.
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Justification of Expenses Continued
Online Course Creation $15,000
FTW will be creating 5 individual self-guided online courses designed to train the average individual in the basic business skills needed to
organize, present and manage their projects. Once and individual completes these relatively simple courses (which should only take a
few hours of their time); they will have all the tools necessary to succeed in bringing their idea to market. Including, but not limited to
the skills to create their own project plan including a schedule and a budget and the creation of their own business plan including a sales
pitch and formal proposal for investors. These courses will be sold in a bundle package for an affordable price of $150.
To create these courses, we need to pay a skilled professional $50 per hour for 40 hours a week to create one course per week for 5
weeks for a total of $10,000. To ensure that these courses are highly effective in helping average people to acquire these skills quickly,
an accredited professional with proven skill sets in Training and Course Development, Budget Management, Business Management and
Project Management is needed to create the curriculum. A one-time charge of $5,000 is then needed to pay a boutique online
education company to create the necessary interactive technology components and programming needed to turn the curriculum into an
online course that can then be purchased from the FTW website.
Start Up Related Travel $5,000
FTW has been remotely conducting planning meetings with several partners over recent months. These plans include the launching of
several FTW related projects and the administrative services that FTW would play in the launch of those projects. Funding FTW’s
operating expenses will initiate these plans and an in person initial consult with these partners will be necessary to ensure that the
plans are launched successfully. It is estimated that it will cost a total of $5,000 to cover one weeks travel expenses for one person to
travel from USA to Ecuador to meet with the rest of the FTW partners.
Website $4,500
The FTW website is currently limited in some of the higher levels of functionality to allow for the level of community interaction needed
to cover the scope of our operations. We need $4,500 to pay a one time fee to a highly skilled IT professional to customize and upgrade
our website to include features like video sharing, ecommerce, forums and message boards, crowdfunding gateways and online project
management tools. This will create a worldwide, online, open community to connect people and projects in a real time interactive
manner.
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Justification of Expenses Continued
Advertising $2,500
FTW will be promoting our services and projects through the most effective, innovative and cutting edge “word of mouth” advertising
available to us today: social media and digital marketing. We need $2,500 for a one time fee to pay an experienced professional with the
intensive skill set necessary to be our inbound digital marketing manager and FTW dedicated social media expert for the initial launching
of an inbound digital marketing automation campaign set up. This fee includes the labor design and execution.
Printing $3,000
This includes $200 for the printing of business cards, $1,000 for the printing of presentation folders and a one year supply of color laser
toner at $150 per month for 12 months.
One Year of Working Capital $408,600 Includes:
Legal $36,400
All FTW projects will be facilitated through contract agreements. Initially during our start up phase (and included in the legal start up
figure above) we will create boilerplates to use for the majority of our contracts with various projects. However, in planning for unique
contract arrangements to surface to meet the needs of different projects in our wide scope of client sectors, we are budgeting for the
ongoing services of a legal professional to review new contracts and assist in any other needed business operation contract creation. We
need $36,400 for one full year of legal services at an average of 2 hours a week at $350 an hour.
Accounting Fees $5,200
We need $4,200 for one year of Certified Public Accounting services to ensure that all accounting is done with accuracy and integrity
and to provide transparent financial reports for FTW. This includes a $600 initial consultation fee and 12 months of ongoing services at
$300 per month. Also we need $1,000 for 12 months of professional level accounting system software to maintain and track all income
and expenses from daily business operations.
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Justification of Expenses Continued
Project Related Travel Expenses $25,000
FTW will be implementing and providing ongoing assistance with a wide variety of projects located in several different countries. Some
of these projects, specifically the ones that will generate large amounts of revenue will be quite complex and will need on-site visits
from a member of the FTW team to ensure that the structure, integrity and progress of the project are leveraged for the best chances of
success. We estimate that in the first year approximately 5 international trips will be needed for one FTW team member to work on site
with various high level projects. Each of these trips will cost approximately $5,000 which includes air fare to other countries and a
minimum of one to two weeks of hotel stay, meals, and any local transportation.
Website Maintenance/Advertising $42,000
This figure is to cover one full year of website maintenance and continued social media and digital marketing advertising at $3,500 a
month. Website maintenance includes payment to a skilled professional to make coding and structural changes needed to the FTW
website that will be increasing in its interactive functionality throughout the year. Social media and digital marketing advertising
includes graphic creation, video creation, an inbound marketing manager to manage a continuous online campaign as well as the
services of an FTW dedicated social media expert.
Consulting Fees for Subject Matter Experts $300,000
FTW will be paying consulting fees to Subject Matter Experts (SME) to advise and oversee crucial aspects of some of our larger projects.
Examples of SME’s include; Engineers for our technology projects, Physicists for our alternative transportation projects, and Doctors
specializing in alternative healing modalities and human nutrition for our health related projects. This includes consulting fees for 1 SME
spending two weeks per project at $75 per hour for a projected 50 larger projects within the first 8 months of the first year. FTW has
already built strong relationships with many of these SME’s that are the top talent in their field. Likewise, a collection of market ready
larger projects for which the services of these SME’s will be needed has already been assembled and is growing daily. You can find some
of these projects on the FTW website.
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FTW 12 Month Profit and Loss Projection
M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

M7

M8

Revenue (Sales)
Online Courses
Memberships
Consulting
Project Fees Type 1
Project Fees Type 2
Project Royalties

3,000
0
0
0
0

6,000
0
0
0
0

9,000
7,200
6,000
0
0

Total Revenue (Sales)

3,000

6,000

22,200

3,033
433
2,083

3,033
433
2,083

3,033
433
2,083

3,033
433
2,604

3,033
433
2,604

3,033
433
2,604

3,033
433
3,255

3,500
3,500
150
150
25,000 25,000
34,200 34,200

3,500
150
25,000
34,200

3,500
150
31,250
40,971

3,500
150
31,250
40,971

3,500
150
31,250
40,971

3,500
150
39,063
49,434

-31,200 -28,200 -12,000

4,789

1,197
3,592

Expenses
Legal
Accounting Fees
Project Related Travel
Website Maintenance /
Advertising
Printing
Salaries for Experts
Total Expenses

Gross Profit
Investment in Projects
Royalty Payments
Income Taxes
Net Operating Income

-31,200 -28,200 -12,000

26,400
10,560
8,800
0
0

M9

M10

M11

M12

Yr 1

15,000 18,000
6,000
7,200
5,000
6,000
95,040 28,800
0 450,000

21,000
61,200
8,400
24,480
7,000
20,400
33,600
97,920
525,000 1,530,000

21,000
8,400
7,000
33,600
525,000

24,000
9,600
8,000
38,400
600,000
10,000

27,000
87,600
319,200
10,800
35,040
127,680
9,000
29,200
106,400
43,200
140,160
510,720
675,000 2,190,000 6,495,000
10,000
10,000
30,000
0
775,000 2,492,000 7,589,000

45,760 121,040 510,000

595,000 1,734,000

595,000

690,000

3,033
433
3,255

3,033
433
3,255

3,033
433
4,069

3,033
433
4,069

3,033
433
4,069

36,400
5,200
36,035

3,500
150
39,063
49,434

3,500
150
39,063
49,434

3,500
150
48,828
60,014

3,500
150
48,828
60,014

3,500
150
48,828
60,014

42,000
1,800
432,422
553,857

80,069 469,029

545,566 1,684,566

545,566

629,986

714,986 2,431,986 7,035,143

351,772
14,071
20,017 25,797
60,052 77,390

409,174 1,263,424
16,367
50,537
30,006
92,651
90,018 277,953

409,174
16,367
30,006
90,018

472,490
18,900
34,649
103,948

536,240 1,823,990 5,266,263
21,450
72,960
210,651
39,324
133,759
407,407
117,973
401,278 1,150,822

Assumptions
25% Increase in Project Travel and Expert Salaries Per Quarter as Revenue Increases
3% Royalty Payments on Gross Profit Starting on 6th month
75% of Gross Profit Invested Back into FTW Projects Starting 6th month
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FTW 12 Month Cash Flow Projection
Cash on Hand (beginning of month)

PreStartup
EST
453,900

M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

408,600 377,400 349,200 337,200 340,792 400,844

M7
478,234

M8

M9

568,252 846,205

M10

M11

M12

Yr 1

936,224 1,040,171 1,158,144

CASH RECEIPTS
Online Courses
Memberships
Consulting
Project Fees Type 1
Project Fees Type 2
Project Royalties
TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS
Total Cash Available (before cash
out)

3,000
0
0
0
0
0
3,000
453,900

6,000 9,000 26,400 15,000 18,000
0 7,200 10,560 6,000 7,200
0 6,000 8,800 5,000 6,000
0
0
0 95,040 28,800
0
0
0
0 450,000
0
0
0
0
0
6,000 22,200 45,760 121,040 510,000

21,000
61,200 21,000
8,400
24,480
8,400
7,000
20,400
7,000
33,600
97,920 33,600
525,000 1,530,000 525,000
0
0
0
595,000 1,734,000 595,000

24,000
9,600
8,000
38,400
600,000
10,000
690,000

27,000
87,600
10,800
35,040
9,000
29,200
43,200
140,160
675,000 2,190,000
10,000
10,000
775,000 2,492,000

319,200
127,680
106,400
510,720
6,495,000
30,000
8,042,900

411,600 383,400 371,400 382,960 461,832 910,844 1,073,234 2,302,252 1,441,205 1,626,224 1,815,171 3,650,144

CASH PAID OUT (Start Up)
Equipment
Legal Fees
Online Course Creation
Start Up Related Travel
Website Start Up
Advertising
Printing

7,300
8,000
15,000
5,000
4,500
2,500
3,000

7,300
8,000
15,000
5,000
4,500
2,500
3,000

CASH PAID OUT (Operating
Expenses)
Legal
Accounting Fees
Project Related Travel
Website Maintenance / Advertising
Printing
Salaries for Experts
Investment in Projects
Royalty Payments
Income Taxes
TOTAL CASH PAID OUT
Cash Position (end of month)

45,300
408,600

3,033 3,033 3,033 3,033
433
433
433
433
2,083 2,083 2,083 2,604
3,500 3,500 3,500 3,500
150
150
150
150
25,000 25,000 25,000 31,250
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 1,197
34,200 34,200 34,200 42,168
377,400 349,200 337,200 340,792

3,033
433
2,604
3,500
150
31,250
0
0
20,017
60,988
400,844

3,033
433
2,604
3,500
150
31,250
351,772
14,071
25,797
432,610
478,234

3,033
3,033
3,033
3,033
3,033
3,033
433
433
433
433
433
433
3,255
3,255
3,255
4,069
4,069
4,069
3,500
3,500
3,500
3,500
3,500
3,500
150
150
150
150
150
150
39,063
39,063 39,063
48,828
48,828
48,828
409,174 1,263,424 409,174 472,490
536,240 1,823,990
16,367
50,537 16,367
18,900
21,450
72,960
30,006
92,651 30,006
34,649
39,324
133,759
504,982 1,456,047 504,982 586,052
657,027 2,090,722
568,252 846,205 936,224 1,040,171 1,158,144 1,559,422

36,400
5,200
36,035
42,000
1,800
432,422
5,266,263
210,651
407,407
6,483,478
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FTW Proposal for Investment Opportunities

FTW also offers a moral and ethical investment; you can be sure that your money is being used to bring the highest good to the world. Many
of the projects FTW is involved in supporting have the potential to become trillion dollar industries within the next ten years, such as
innovative flying cars, alternative energy devices, transportation, as well as many other multi-billion dollar businesses. As we are positioned in
this field of innovative projects, FTW has the potential to increase your investment in a way that no other investment has done before.
By investing in FTW, you can be confident that your money is in the hands of individuals who consider themselves among the caretakers of
planet Earth; people who seek ways to bring peace instead of war, people who will always put the interest of our planet before the
corporation’s interests, yet at the same time implement ways of managing capital that create abundance and wealth for you.

We are offering royalty based financing opportunities for interested investors.
• Starting in the 6th month, FTW will allocate 3% of total gross profit for royalty payments (paid monthly)
• To raise start up capital, royalties will be sold in units based on a discounted pricing structure until $450,000 start up capital is raised.
This will allow both lower and higher level investors to contribute and will create a unique mixed pool of royalty holders. The total
number of royalties in the pool can only be determined once the total capital is raised. The minimum purchase amount for royalties is
$500, for a one year investment program renewable annually for a maximum of 5 years.
• Royalty payments will be issued based on the following formula applied to the pool of royalties sold

3% of Total Gross FTW / total royalty units sold in the pool
• The average royalty payout per royalty will change according to total gross profit and the total number of royalty units sold in the pool.
For Investors, larger investment amounts allows you to purchase a larger quantity of royalties at a discount

Investment Intentions
All Royalty based financing will go towards the first year of FTW start up costs and working capital. To ensure a successful start up,
funds will be held in escrow until at least 50% or $250,000 of total start up capital is raised. Helping us to finance our start up costs
will enable FTW to create the solid operational platform needed to launch the creation, funding mechanisms and implementation of
hundreds of planet changing humanitarian projects.
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FTW Proposal for Investment Opportunities
5 Year
Average
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 5
Royalty
Capital
Royalty Units Price Per
Sold in
Year 1
Royalty
Projected
Year 2 Royalty Year 3 Projected Royalty
Year 4
Year 4 Royalty Year 5
Royalty
Total 5 Year
Total 5 Year
Payout Per
Needed
Sold
Royalt Unit Increments
Royalty Projected Profit Payout
Profit
Payout
Profit
Payout
Projected Profit Payout
Projected Profit Payout
Projected Profit Royalty Payout Unit
$500,000
500,000
$1.00
1,000
3%
$7,081,343 $212,440
$8,851,679
$265,550
$11,064,598
$331,938
$13,830,748
$414,922 $17,288,435 $518,653
$58,116,803
$1,743,504
$3.49
$500,000
526,316
$0.95
5,000
3%
$7,081,343 $212,440
$8,851,679
$265,550
$11,064,598
$331,938
$13,830,748
$414,922 $17,288,435 $518,653
$58,116,803
$1,743,504
$3.31
$500,000
555,556
$0.90
10,000
3%
$7,081,343 $212,440
$8,851,679
$265,550
$11,064,598
$331,938
$13,830,748
$414,922 $17,288,435 $518,653
$58,116,803
$1,743,504
$3.14
$500,000
588,235
$0.85
20,000
3%
$7,081,343 $212,440
$8,851,679
$265,550
$11,064,598
$331,938
$13,830,748
$414,922 $17,288,435 $518,653
$58,116,803
$1,743,504
$2.96
$500,000
625,000
$0.80
30,000
3%
$7,081,343 $212,440
$8,851,679
$265,550
$11,064,598
$331,938
$13,830,748
$414,922 $17,288,435 $518,653
$58,116,803
$1,743,504
$2.79
$500,000
666,667
$0.75
40,000
3%
$7,081,343 $212,440
$8,851,679
$265,550
$11,064,598
$331,938
$13,830,748
$414,922 $17,288,435 $518,653
$58,116,803
$1,743,504
$2.62
$500,000
714,286
$0.70
50,000
3%
$7,081,343 $212,440
$8,851,679
$265,550
$11,064,598
$331,938
$13,830,748
$414,922 $17,288,435 $518,653
$58,116,803
$1,743,504
$2.44
$500,000
769,231
$0.65
60,000
3%
$7,081,343 $212,440
$8,851,679
$265,550
$11,064,598
$331,938
$13,830,748
$414,922 $17,288,435 $518,653
$58,116,803
$1,743,504
$2.27
$500,000
833,333
$0.60
70,000
3%
$7,081,343 $212,440
$8,851,679
$265,550
$11,064,598
$331,938
$13,830,748
$414,922 $17,288,435 $518,653
$58,116,803
$1,743,504
$2.09
$500,000
909,091
$0.55
100,000
3%
$7,081,343 $212,440
$8,851,679
$265,550
$11,064,598
$331,938
$13,830,748
$414,922 $17,288,435 $518,653
$58,116,803
$1,743,504
$1.92

Royalty Purchase Pricing
Sold in
Price Per Increments Total
Royalty of
Investment
$1.00 500-1,000
$1,000
$0.95
5,000
$4,750
$0.90
10,000
$9,000
$0.85
20,000
$17,000
$0.80
30,000
$24,000
$0.75
40,000
$30,000
$0.70
50,000
$35,000
$0.65
60,000
$39,000
$0.60
70,000
$42,000
$0.55
100,000
$55,000

Example Scenarios for Investor
Purchase
Price Each
Total Investment
5 Year Average
Royalty Payout
per Unit
Total Payout
ROI $
ROI%

100,000
$0.55
$55,000

$1.92
$191,785
$136,785
248.70%

Purchase
Price Each
Total Investment
5 Year Average
Royalty Payout
per Unit
Total Payout
ROI $
ROI%

50,000
$0.70
$35,000

$2.44
$122,045
$87,045
248.70%

Purchase
Price Each
Total Investment
5 Year Average
Royalty Payout
per Unit
Total Payout
ROI $
ROI%

1,000
$1.00
$1,000

$3.49
$3,487
$2,487
248.70%

A common law contract will be issued to each investor. For
More information on how you can invest, please contact us
today! fixtheworldproject@hotmail.com
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Thank You!
More Information about FTW can be found at the following Links:

FTW Website www.fixtheworldproject.org
HopeGirl Blog http://hopegirl2012.wordpress.com
FTW YouTube Channel
http://www.youtube.com/user/HopeGirl587/videos?flow=grid&view=0
FTW Twitter https://twitter.com/naicheval
FTW Facebook https://www.facebook.com/FixTheWorldOrganization
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